Chromatin diminution and early cleavage in Parascaris univalens (Nematoda).
In Parascaris developmental commitment to the germ line and somatic lineages is indicated by the orientation of the mitotic spindle in blastomeres, the topology of cells in the embryo, and chromatin diminution in presomatic blastomeres. Using three different experimental techniques: transient pressure treatment, application of cytochalasin B, and isolation of blastomeres, we have succeeded in uncoupling several developmental processes during cleavage of P. univalens. The following results were obtained: (1) Following mitotic nondisjunction we observed identical behavior of all chromatids in each blastomere. Thus chromosome differentiation by differential replication does not occur. (2) Chromosome fragments obtained by pressure treatment of egg cells underwent chromatin diminution. Thus this process does not require an intact germ-line chromosome. However, chromosomes immobilized on a monopolar spindle did not undergo chromatin diminution. Thus diminution appears to require segregation of chromatids. (3) Blastomeres that completely lacked chromosomes as a result of mitotic nondisjunction underwent normal early cleavage divisions. (4) Pressure treatment or prolonged treatment with cytochalasin B caused egg cells or germ line blastomeres to lose their germ line quality, as deduced from the coincident occurrence of symmetrical (presomatic-like) cleavage and chromatin diminution. (5) Isolated blastomeres from 2-cell embryos, i.e. 1/2 blastomeres, usually cleaved according to their prospective fates in the whole embryo. However, in some partial embryos derived from such blastomeres, chromatin diminution was delayed for either one or two cleavage mitoses. An "activation" model as an alternative to a prelocalization model is presented, which can account for early blastomere topogenesis and chromatin diminution.